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Abstract The paper introduces SaTool, a tool for structural analysis, the use of the Matlab®-based implementation is presented and special features are introduced, which were motivated by industrial users. Salient features of tool are presented, including the ability to specify the behavior of a complex system at a high level of functional abstraction, analyze single and multiple fault scenarios and automatically generate parity relations for diagnosis for the system in normal and impaired conditions. User interface and algorithmic details are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automated production and utility plants consist of numerous interconnected subsystems. Together, they obtain an overall common objective to provide the plants' normal operation. Each of the subsystems is created to optimize the service by which they contribute to the overall objective but when local faults occur, local self protection functions typically cause local shut down. While this is rarely the ideal reaction to local faults, analysis of the needs and possibilities in large systems have been so complex and time-consuming that there has not been realistic alternatives, except in cases of safety critical applications. As the reactions of local components to faults have implications on overall availability and safety, it would be highly desirable to have a tool that could cope with analysis of complex systems without large penalties on development time and cost. Diagnosis of not-normal operation and the remedial possibilities are of particular interest.

Structural analysis is a theoretic method that aims at offering such possibility. Structural concepts were studied early in the applied mathematics community (Dulmage and Mendelsohn, 1959) and various theoretical algorithms were developed, (Dulmage and Mendelsohn, 1963) and (Hopcroft and Karp, 1973). Structural analysis has been used intensively in Chemical Engineering.
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to deal with solving large sets of equations and issues on solvability was pursued (Unger et al., 1995), (Leifold and Hangos, 2001). The structural approach and the features it offers for analyzing monitoring and diagnosis problems was first introduced in (Staroswiecki and Declerck, 1989) and further developed in (Declerck, 1991) and (Staroswiecki et al., 1993). Extensions to analysis of reconfigurability and fault-tolerance emerged (Staroswiecki et al., 1999), (Izadi-Zamanabadi, 1999), (Staroswiecki and Gehin, 2000). Central algorithms for matching were studied by (Dustegor, 2005) and (Krysander et al., 2005). A comprehensive treatment of the structural analysis approach is presented in (Blanke et al., 2006). Structural analysis has hence evolved during several decades. However, the salient features of the theory and the possibilities it offers have only become apparent to a larger community in the field of automation and automatic control over the last few years (Izadi-Zamanabadi and Staroswiecki, 2000), (Åström et al., 2001) and applications reported in e.g. (Izadi-Zamanabadi et al., 2003), and (Blanke, 2005). Reasons for the slow penetration into applications originate mainly in the lack of widely available tools to support the structural analysis method for automated industrial systems.

SaTool (Lorentzen and Blanke, 2004), (Lorentzen and Blanke, 2005a), (Lorentzen and Blanke, 2005b) is a tool for analysis of system structure at a high level of specification. It is a rapid prototype tool albeit with a user friendly graphical user interface and is based on Matlab®. This paper presents SaTool. The programme structure is discussed based on capture of the requirements industrial developers expressed to this type of design program.

The paper focus on the users’ needs during an initial high level design phase and demonstrates a GUI that supports this phase. Ways to present the user with structural information without getting lost in details is discussed and program interface examples show the use of SaTool. An appendix shows essential data structures.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND BEHAVIORS

Structural analysis is a graph-based technique where behaviors between variables express the system’s properties. Measured and controlled quantities in the system are related to variables through functional relations, referred to as constraints. Normal behavior means the set of constraints describe the relation between input and output. A structure graph of the system has variables and constraints as nodes of the graph. Edges of the graph show which variables are used by a particular constraint, the edges con-
Definition 2. Matching: A matching $\mathcal{M}$ is a subset of edges $\mathcal{E}$ such that with $e_1 = (c_{i1}, z_{j1}), e_2 = (c_{i2}, z_{j2}), \forall e_1, e_2 \in \mathcal{M}: e_1 \neq e_2 \Rightarrow c_{i1} \neq c_{i2} \land z_{j1} \neq z_{j2}$

Definition 3. Complete matching on $X$: A matching is complete on $X$ if $|\mathcal{M}| = |X|$

Definition 4. Fault: A fault is a deviation from normal behavior, $\exists i : c_i \neq 0$.

Definition 5. Parity relation: A parity relation $p_j(k_i, c_i)$ is a behavior between known variables $k_i \in K^{(p_j)} \subseteq K, c_i \in C^{(p_j)} \subseteq C$ with the property $p_j(k_i, c_i) = 0 \Leftrightarrow \forall c_i \in C^{(p_j)} : c_i = 0$

Corollary 6. Parity relation from unmatched constraint: A parity relation from unmatched constraint $p_j(k_i, c_i) = 0$ is obtained from an unmatched constraint $c_j(x_i, k_i) \rightarrow \text{zero } x_i \in X$ and $k_i \in K$ by backtracking unknown variables $x_i$ through constraints to which they were matched and hence arrive at a behavior between known variables in the system $p_j(k_i, c_i) = 0$.

Hence, each unmatched constraint will give one parity relation that could be used for diagnosis since a violation of a constraint that is used in constructing parity relation would give a violation of the behavior $p_j(k_i, c_i) = 0$. If more than one complete matching was obtained, the set of constraints $c_i \in C^{(p_j)} \subseteq C$ used in a particular parity relation $p_j(k_i, c_i) = 0$ clearly depend on the matching used.

A system with $m$ constraints and $n$ parity relations will give a relation showing which residuals depend on which constraints. One view on these relations is the boolean mapping,

$$\mathcal{F} : r \leftarrow M \otimes (c_i \neq 0) \quad (1)$$

from which structural detectability and isolability can be assessed.

Lemma 7. A violation of a constraint is structurally detectable if and only if it has a nonzero boolean signature in the residual, $c_i \in C_{\text{det}}$.

Lemma 8. A violation of a constraint is structurally isolable if and only if it has a unique signature in the residual vector, i.e. column $m_i$ of $M$ is independent of all other columns in $M$, $c_i \in C_{\text{isol}}$.

2.1 Analysis of impaired system

When a system is impaired, one or more constraints of normal operation are violated $c_{ij} \neq 0$ and a modified set of constraints is needed to describe the behavior of the impaired system. Let the set of constraints that describe the impaired system be $C^I$ and without loss of generality, assume $C^I \subseteq C$. Analysis of the impaired system, where $c_{ij} \in C^I \subseteq C$ requires analysis of all structural properties of the system ($C^I, Z$). A case of and impaired system is illustrated in Figure 2.

3. ANALYSIS BASED ON STRUCTURE

The user enters a list of these relations that together describe the entire system. The list of such variables and functional relations constitute the system’s structure graph. Normal operation means all functional relations are intact. Should faults occur, one or more functional relations cease to be valid. In a structure graph, this is seen as the disappearance of one or more nodes of the graph. SaTool makes analysis of the structure graph to provide knowledge about fundamental properties of the system in normal and faulty conditions.

From matching all unknown variables to constraints we have identified the over-determined subgraphs that can be used as analytical redundancy relations in the system.

When a matching has been found, the set $C^{(u)} \subset C$ of unmatched constraints $C^{(u)} = \{c_j | c_j(x_i, k_i) \rightarrow \text{zero} \}$ $x_i \in X$ and $k_i \in K$ is determined. To obtain parity relations for diagnosis, we need to substitute the unknown variables in $c_j$ by known ones entering through matched constraints. Backtracking along paths in the matching will enable such an elimination of the unknown variables. This procedure can be described formally.

4. SATOOL IN THE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

In an initial concept phase of development, the designer wish to consider whether overall functionality of the plant will be met, and which local failures might affect the fulfilment of the overall objectives for the plant. To work effectively with structural properties of a fault tolerant control systems design, the following features are needed:
• work with abstract representation of functional relations;
• specify functional relations by name;
• analyze fault detection and isolation possibilities;
• analyze structural controllability;
• output parity relations in symbolic form;
• analyze cases of multiple faults;
• modify structural models interactively;
• store and reload structural models.

This set of features were implemented in SaTool (Lorentzen and Blanke, 2005b).

4.1 Specify and manipulate the structural model

SaTool automates the process of creating the structure model and performing the structural analysis.

Constraints represent the functional relations in the system, i.e. originating in a physical model using first principles. The constraints needed for structural analysis are far more simple. Instead of using the explicit system equations, structural analysis need to know whether a certain constraint makes use of a particular variable. Parameters that are known from the physics of the plant or from properties of the automation system, e.g. a control gain, are treated as part of the constraint in which the particular parameter is used.

There are three different kinds of variables in the program: Input variables are known, externally defined; Measured variables are entities measured in the system; Unknown variables are internal physical variables. Input and measured variables both belong to the set $K$ but are separated for calculation of controllability.

5. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHMS

SaTool has two main parts, the constraint editor and the analyze graph functions.

The constraint editor uses the Matlab GUI builder as a basis. Results of interactive work in the editor is stored in the structure graph when the user selects create graph on the GUI. The system files can be stored in Matlab .mat format or in a dedicated XML format. The constraint editor GUI is shown in Figure 3.

The analyze graph window is shown in Figure 5. Figure 4 illustrates dataflow in the analyze graph part of the software architecture.

5.1 Matching

The central idea in the structure graph approach is to match all unknown variables using available constraints and known variables, if possible. If successful, the matching will identify overdetermined subgraphs that can be used as analytical redundancy relations in the system. Overdetermined subsystems are complete with respect to $Z$ and incomplete with respect to $C_Z$. All matchings must be causal i.e. a matched variable must be calculable from the constraint by which it is matched. Non-injective functions and table look-up are causal only in one direction and can hence not be used to match all of the variables involved.
Causality is represented in the structure graph in marking it *directed*. Graphically this is represented by a dotted line in the GUI. Non directed edges are causal in both directions.

5.1.1. *Matching algorithm* Several algorithms exist to find complete matchings in a structure graph, see (Blanke et al., 2006), (Dustegor, 2005), (Krysander et al., 2005). In this context, the purpose it to provide a complete matching on $X$ and to provide a list $U$ of unmatched constraints. The ranking algorithm has complexity $O(nm)$ where $n$ is number of constraints and $m$ the number of unknown variables. A more computationally efficient algorithm of complexity $O((n + m)\sqrt{n})$ could be used (Hopcroft and Karp, 1973) at the expense of implementation effort. Use of either of the more advanced algorithms is possible. Finding the matching is straightforward, as SaTool generates the incidence matrix $inc$, see Figure A.1. SaTool also requires backtracking of results, using information stored in the *path* structure. Replacement of the matching algorithm is hence straightforward but will require a modification to store the *path* information. The

6. USING SATOOL

Constraints are generated using the constraint editor. Variables are loaded before constraints can be generated. The constraint editor with the variables loaded in the left hand side lists is seen on Figure 3. When creating a constraint, the user can mark a constraint as *can fail*: (Yes, No). Mathematical definitions, e.g. a derivative can’t fail. Physical fundamentals, e.g. velocity is the derivative of position. Further, a directed entry can be marked, e.g. in a differential constraint where position can’t be obtained from integration of velocity if the initial position is not known. A 1 in the field *directed* means this variable can not be calculated from the constraint. Constraints and variables may be given arbitrary names.

*Analyze the graph*

When all constraints are generated a graphical representation of the structure graph is shown (Figure 5). When analyzing the graph, the results are presented graphically by coloring of the graph and a text document is generated containing the result of the analysis.

A particular important feature is analysis of impaired systems. When a fault occurs, and a fault-tolerant control scheme handles the fault, it is essential for system safety that no critical faults remain undetectable in the reconfigured system. Therefore, analysis of the properties of the impaired system is essential.

SaTool has a facility to disable each constraint one at a time and make a report of detectability / isolability for each of the impaired cases. If one or more constraints are already disabled by the user, from the GUI, this condition is taken as the starting point for the systematic analysis. This makes it relatively easy to investigate the cases of all relevant, multiple faults.

*Results file*

The analysis performed by SaTool are stored in a report file. It includes detectability, isolability, symbolic form of parity relations for the normal and impaired cases selected by the user.

7. SUMMARY

This paper has described SaTool, an implementation of structural analysis methods for computer aided control systems design. Salient features were discussed and information provided on software architecture and methods used to enable the community to contribute to the further development of tools for structural analysis.

Appendix A. ESSENTIAL DATA

System structure graph is represented in a cell array structure carrying all persistent information about the graph, including strings to represent the names of variables and constraints. The cells
The array
These structures also comprise fields that hold
information about connections between nodes in the graph. put, unknowns; refer to the variables in the order: input, output, constraints graph.cons
in
Figure A.1. Structures graph (cellarray), inc (2
dim. array) and results (cell array)
in graph.cons refer to constraints; graph.vars
refer to the variables in the order: input, output, unknowns; graph.arcs comprise information about connections between nodes in the graph. These structures also comprise fields that hold information used for the graphical presentation. The array inc is a plain representation of the incidence matrix of the structure graph. The inc matrix is calculated every time needed since the user has access to change the contents of graph (i.e. the system structure) from the graphical user interface. The structure results comprise results for presentation, including the symbolic parity relations. Figure A.1 illustrates essentials of these structures.
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